
SMS messaging problem overview
SMS is a ubiquitous communication method for 
person-to-person (P2P) text messaging, which has 
been in use globally for nearly 20 years. While 
consumers have grown ever more dependent 
on text messaging as a preferred method of 
communication, service providers continue to suffer 
major financial losses due to rampant misuse within 
the Short Message Service (SMS) environment The 
telecommunications industry organization GSMA 
states that an average-sized mobile network of 16 
million subscribers could easily experience revenue 
leakage in excess of $4 million per year from  
SMS-related fraud alone. 

Today, SMS platforms are increasingly being used 
for illicit application-to-person (A2P) communication 
purposes, especially grey route messaging. Within 
the telecommunications industry, grey route 
messaging refers to A2P messages that originate 
outside of authorized networks, and illicitly 
infiltrate service provider networks by exploiting 
traffic channels designated specifically for P2P 
messages. For the average service provider, grey 
route messaging is extremely hard to identify and 
intercept, leading to immense revenue leakage. 

Historically, mutually beneficial agreements between 
service providers have facilitated simple SMS billing 
policies when terminating inbound messaging. To 
reduce costs and save time, customer messaging 
between different service providers has been mostly 
settled by mutual forgiveness, which is also known as 
GSMA AA.13 “bill and keep” policy. 

Third-party content providers and aggregators, 
however, have begun exploiting these flexible 
policies for illicit A2P messaging, resulting in 
unauthorized A2P messaging flooding routes 
designed specifically for P2P messaging. This abuse 
has resulted in a tremendous strain on P2P routes 
and exposed subscribers to countless instances of 
spam and consumer fraud.
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did you know?

Unauthorized SMS traffic on a network is an 
immediate loss of billing revenue for service 
providers, as is it circumvents legitimate 
commercial channels and cheats service 
providers out of termination charges they would 
otherwise receive.

Spam traffic overwhelms P2P links and 
reduces the ability for legitimate messaging 
traffic to enter the respective network and 
reach appropriate end users on schedule.
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a tough choice for service providers
Standard service provider network capabilities 
do not have the ability to identify and segregate 
A2P spam from P2P traffic, without compromising 
and interrupting legitimate traffic. This technical 
limitation creates an all-or-nothing scenario for 
service providers and allows A2P traffic to enter the 
service provider’s network unhindered. The vast 
amount of unregulated A2P traffic leads to a lower 
quality of service on the networks, and inundates 
subscribers with unwanted and harmful messages, 
which leads to increased customer dissatisfaction 
and higher levels of user account cancelations.  

To prevent the disruption of legitimate messaging 
traffic, A2P messages are usually allowed to circulate 

unchecked within the network, creating additional 
risks and challenges for service providers and their 
customers. Among them:

• Spam traffic overwhelms networks causing the 
reliability of legitimate P2P messages to drop. 

• Emergency services may get halted, as important 
SMS alerts/communications are unable to reach 
the respective emergency service providers.

• Customer complaints rise as end users receive 
delayed P2P messages or lose messages outright.

• Transactional notifications are negatively impacted 
and require banks/ institutions to send duplicate 
notifications, causing additional financial burden.

• Service providers suffer a tarnished brand 
reputation, leading to reductions in market growth.

• Storage limits in end user devices can be quickly 
filled to capacity by spam, further hindering 
legitimate P2P message delivery.

• End users can become easily confused by 
excessive spam messages, and accidently 
delete legitimate P2P messages.

Figure 1: Depicts how unauthorized SMS traffic accesses and infiltrates service providers using unrestricted access via other service 
providers’ networks. Any A2P provider can connect to a service provider network using an SMS hub and flood service provider 
platforms by blending undetected A2P messages with legitimate P2P traffic on the network. 

The difficulty in anticipating the frequency, 
duration, and origin of A2P attacks creates a 
complicated technical and financial challenge 
for the service providers.
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common threats in the SMS ecosystem

impermeable defense solutions 
within the sms ecosystem
Deploying sophisticated anti-fraud technology 
and having it administered by an experienced and 
reputable organization can drastically curtail revenue 
leakage and improve service provider messaging 
operations in general. 

The latest fraud solutions and services can provide 
a formidable multi-level defense by first digitally 
ring fencing a service provider network, to ensure 
complete SMS ecosystem isolation, and to obtain 
complete control on all messaging traffic flowing 
into the network. 

Next, powerful filters and highly sensitive monitoring 
software is deployed, to curtail suspicious SMS 
activity and protect network infrastructure and 
resources. In addition to implementing filters and 
monitoring software, a detailed reporting system 
allows for efficient project management.

Once the necessary hardware and software is in 
place, all SMS traffic passes through a proprietary 
messaging solution, and is then cross-checked 
to identify any suspicious SMS activity, as well as 
eliminate any previously unnoticed revenue leakage. 

A sophisticated messaging solution autonomously 
identifies suspicious SMS messages, and surgically 
eliminates them from the network before they reach 
end-user devices. The unauthorized traffic is then 
systematically categorized into different profiles i.e. 
Grey Routes, Spam/ Junk Traffic, Fraud Traffic, etc.

Once all SMS traffic has been successfully 
diverted to the filtering firewall, traffic patterns 
are then monitored by expert fraud and identity 
authentication analysts, based on the SMS content 
being passed, volume being sent at various intervals 
and frequency of traffic patterns being pushed 
through the network. 
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the SMS ecosystem under 
continuous protection
The service provider benefits from a stable and 
consistently secure SMS ecosystem are innumerable, 
both financially and as well as for brand integrity 
purposes.  When fraudulent A2P traffic is effectively 
placed under the control and protection of a reputable 
anti-fraud organization, service providers focus on 
other operational and business development priorities.

Just some of the immediate benefits include:

• Scanning all incoming SMS messaging via 
sophisticated filters, that allows service 
providers to identify and eliminate phishing 
threats before they reach end users.

• Closely monitoring SMS origins, and using 
powerful firewalls to block out unwanted threats 
and grey route traffic.

• Leveraging detailed SMS data to verify 
subscriber geographic location, and to cancel 
any questionable messaging traffic coming into 
the network that may be spoofed.

unprotected SMS ecosystems are 
under immediate threat
Without appropriate filters in place, service providers 
are currently highly vulnerable to fraud, spam and 
lost revenue. Most important of all, inadequate 
defenses in the SMS ecosystem can lead directly to 
customer dissatisfaction and may cause irreparable 
damage to a service provider’s brand reputation.

With proper SMS defenses in place, service providers 
get the peace of mind knowing their network assets 
and infrastructure are well protected against misuse 
within their SMS ecosystem, as well as the multitude of 
existing SMS threats including spam, phishing activities, 
spoofing attacks and grey route messaging penetration.

SMS solution and service experts offer service 
providers network protection, extensive SMS 
reporting and monitoring; while their experienced 
support teams provide valuable insight into the 
complexity within the modern SMS ecosystem.
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